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Murder in Grosvenor Square Ashley Gardner 2014-10-20 Book 9 in the Captain
Lacey Regency Mysteries Captain Gabriel Lacey begins Spring 1818 preparing for
a duel. But while he focuses on the affair of honor, darkness, greed, and death
stalk the streets of London and bring tragedy to a family Lacey has grown close
to. With the aid of Lucius Grenville, London’s most famous dandy, and Brewster,
a ruffian employed by an underworld criminal, Lacey explores the world of molly
houses and the double lives some men of society lead. His investigation takes
him from the elegant mansions of Grosvenor Square to the squalid lanes of Seven
Dials, to taverns that practice a highly illegal trade, spelling ruin and
possible hanging for those caught within. Lacey once again comes into the realm
of James Denis, a crime lord, when what appears to be a simple crime of hatred
becomes far more complex.
A Purely Private Matter Darcie Wilde 2017-05-02 The Rosalind Thorne
Mysteries—inspired by the novels of Jane Austen—continue as the audacious
Rosalind strives to aid those in need while navigating the halls of high
society… Rosalind Thorne has slowly but assuredly gained a reputation as “a
useful woman”—by helping respectable women out of some less-than-respectable
predicaments. Her latest endeavor is a tragedy waiting to happen. Desperate
Margaretta Seymore is with child—and her husband is receiving poisoned pen
letters that imply that her condition is the result of an affair with the
notorious actor Fletcher Cavendish. Margaretta asks Rosalind to find out who is
behind the scurrilous letters. But before she can make any progress, Cavendish
is found dead, stabbed through the heart. Suddenly, Rosalind is plunged into
the middle of one of the most sensational murder trials London has ever seen,
and her client’s husband is the prime suspect. With the help of the charming
Bow Street runner Adam Harkness, she must drop the curtain on this fatal drama
before any more lives are ruined.
A Book of Verses William Ernest Henley 1888
The Hanover Square Affair Ashley Gardner 2011-02-20 Cavalry captain Gabriel
Lacey returns to Regency London from the Napoleonic wars, burned out, fighting
melancholia, his career ended. His interest is piqued when he learns of a
missing girl, possibly kidnapped by a prominent member of Parliament. Lacey's
search for the girl leads to the discovery of murder, corruption, and dealings
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with a leader of the underworld. At the same time, he struggles with his own
transition from a soldier's life to the civilian world, redefining his role
with his former commanding officer, and making new friends--from the top of
society to the street girls of Covent Garden. Book 1 of the Captain Lacey
Regency Mysteries.
Felicity Carrol and the Perilous Pursuit Patricia Marcantonio 2019-02-12 Amidst
the heraldry of Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee celebrations, a string of
brutal murders rocks Britain's upper crust—and could threaten the realm
itself—in the spellbinding debut of Patricia Marcantonio's Felicity Carrol
mysteries. Felicity Carrol is interested in everything—except being a proper
young matron of Victorian society. Brilliant and resourceful, Felicity took
refuge in science and education after her mother died and her father abandoned
her to servants. Now, all he wants is for her to marry into a family of status
and money. Felicity has other ambitions—but her plans shudder to a halt when
her mentor is murdered at the British Museum and his priceless manuscript of
King Arthur lore is stolen. Tapping into her photographic memory and the latest
in the burgeoning field of forensic detection, Felicity launches an
investigation. Handsome Scotland Yard Inspector Jackson Davies is also on the
case, and finds Felicity as meddlesome as she is intelligent. But when more
nobles are murdered and their King Arthur relics stolen, Felicity must journey
on her own into the dark underworld of antiquity theft, where she uncovers a
motive far more nefarious than simple profit. As the killer sets his sights on
a new victim—a charismatic duke who has captured Felicity’s imagination—the
stakes rise to impossible heights. It’s a case that could shake the kingdom in
Patricia Marcantonio’s series debut, Felicity Carrol and the Perilous Pursuit.
The Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie Jennifer Ashley 2011-08-02 A woman is drawn
to a dangerously intruiging man in this unique historical romance from New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley. It was whispered all through London
Society that Ian Mackenzie was mad, that he’d spent his youth in an asylum, and
was not to be trusted—especially with a lady. For the reputation of any woman
caught in his presence was instantly ruined. Yet Beth found herself inexorably
drawn to the Scottish lord whose hint of a brogue wrapped around her like silk
and whose touch could draw her into a world of ecstasy. Despite his decadence
and his intimidating intelligence, she could see that he needed help. Her help.
Because suddenly the only thing that made sense to her was…The Madness of Lord
Ian Mackenzie.
Death in Kew Gardens Jennifer Ashley 2019-06-04 From the New York Times
bestselling author of Scandal Above Stairs Kat Holloway steps out from beneath
the stairs and into international intrigue, where murder and stolen treasure
lurk among the upper echelons of Victorian London. In return for a random act
of kindness, scholar Li Bai Chang presents young cook Kat Holloway with a rare
and precious gift—a box of tea. Kat thinks no more of her unusual visitor until
two days later when the kitchen erupts with the news that Lady Cynthia's nextdoor neighbor has been murdered. Known about London as an "Old China Hand," the
victim claimed to be an expert in the language and customs of China, acting as
intermediary for merchants and government officials. But Sir Jacob's dealings
were not what they seemed, and when the authorities accuse Mr. Li of the crime,
Kat and Daniel find themselves embroiled in a world of deadly secrets that
reach from the gilded homes of Mayfair to the beautiful wonder of Kew Gardens.
The Murder of Mr. Wickham Claudia Gray 2022-05-03 A summer house party turns
into a thrilling whodunit when Jane Austen's Mr. Wickham—one of literature’s
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most notorious villains—meets a sudden and suspicious end in this brilliantly
imagined mystery featuring Austen’s leading literary characters. The happily
married Mr. Knightley and Emma are throwing a party at their country estate,
bringing together distant relatives and new acquaintances—characters beloved by
Jane Austen fans. Definitely not invited is Mr. Wickham, whose latest financial
scheme has netted him an even broader array of enemies. As tempers flare and
secrets are revealed, it’s clear that everyone would be happier if Mr. Wickham
got his comeuppance. Yet they’re all shocked when Wickham turns up
murdered—except, of course, for the killer hidden in their midst. Nearly
everyone at the house party is a suspect, so it falls to the party’s two
youngest guests to solve the mystery: Juliet Tilney, the smart and resourceful
daughter of Catherine and Henry, eager for adventure beyond Northanger Abbey;
and Jonathan Darcy, the Darcys’ eldest son, whose adherence to propriety makes
his father seem almost relaxed. In this tantalizing fusion of Austen and
Christie, from New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray, the unlikely
pair must put aside their own poor first impressions and uncover the guilty
party—before an innocent person is sentenced to hang. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL
Thirty-Eight Witnesses A. M. Rosenthal 2015-12-15 A Pulitzer Prize–winning
journalist’s groundbreaking account of the crime that shocked New York City—and
the world In the early hours of March 13, 1964, twenty-eight-year-old Catherine
“Kitty” Genovese was stabbed to death in the middle-class neighborhood of Kew
Gardens, Queens. The attack lasted for more than a half hour—enough time for
Genovese’s assailant to move his car and change hats before returning to rape
and kill her just a few steps from her front door. Yet it was not the brutality
of the murder that made it international news. It was a chilling detail Police
Commissioner Michael Joseph Murphy shared with A. M. Rosenthal of the New York
Times: Thirty-eight of Genovese’s neighbors witnessed the assault—and none
called for help. To Rosenthal, who had recently returned to New York after
spending a decade overseas and would become the Times’s longest-serving
executive editor, that startling statistic spoke volumes about both the
turbulence of the 1960s and the enduring mysteries of human nature. His
impassioned coverage of the case sparked a firestorm of public indignation and
led to the development of the psychological theory known as the “bystander
effect.” Thirty-Eight Witnesses is indispensable reading for students of
journalism and anyone seeking to learn about one of the most infamous crimes of
the twentieth century.
The Secret of Bow Lane Jennifer Ashley 2022-08-02 In Victorian-era London,
amateur sleuth and cook Kat Holloway must solve a murder to claim an
inheritance she didn’t know she had in a riveting new historical mystery from
the New York Times bestselling author of Death at the Crystal Palace A stranger
who appears on Kat's doorstep turns out to be one Charlotte Bristow, legal wife
of Joe Bristow, the man Kat once believed herself married to—who she thought
died at sea twelve years ago. Kat is jolted by Charlotte’s claims that not only
was Joe murdered, but he had amassed a small fortune before he died. Charlotte
makes the cook an offer she cannot refuse—if Kat can discover the identity of
Joe's murderer, Charlotte will give her a share of the fortune Joe left behind.
With the help of Daniel McAdam, her attractive and charismatic confidante, Kat
plunges into her own past to investigate. When it becomes apparent that the
case of Joe’s death goes far deeper than simple, opportunistic theft, Kat and
Daniel's relationship is put to the test, and Kat herself comes under scrutiny
as her connection to Joe is uncovered. She must race to catch the real killer
before she loses her job and possibly her life.
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The Well of Loneliness Radclyffe Hall 2021-05-29 The Well of Loneliness, first
published in 1928, is a timeless portrayal of lesbian love. The thinly
disguised story of Hall's own life, it was banned outright upon publication and
almost ruined her literary career as the subject was that of an obscenity trial
and forbidden at the time in England. The novel tells the story of Stephen, an
ideal child of aristocratic parents—a fencer, a horse rider and a keen scholar.
Stephen grows to be a war hero, a bestselling writer and a loyal, protective
lover. But Stephen is a woman, and is attracted to women. As her ambitions
drive her, and society incarcerates her, Stephen is forced into desperate
actions. Although Gordon's attitude toward her own sexuality is anguished, the
novel presents lesbianism as natural and makes a plea for greater tolerance. It
became an international bestseller, and for decades was the single most famous
lesbian novel.
Rules for a Proper Governess Jennifer Ashley 2014-10-07 TO KISS A THIEF…
Scottish barrister Sinclair McBride can face the most sinister criminals in
London—but the widower’s two unruly children are a different matter. Little
Caitlin and Andrew go through a governess a week, sending the ladies fleeing in
tears. There is, however, one woman in town who can hold her own. Roberta
“Bertie” Frasier enters Sinclair’s life by stealing his watch—and then stealing
a kiss. Intrigued by the handsome highlander, Bertie winds up saving his
children from a dangerous situation and returning them to their father.
Impressed with how they listen to her, Sinclair asks the lively beauty to be
their governess, never guessing that the uncoventional lady will teach him a
lesson or two in love.
Death in Kew Gardens Jennifer Ashley 2019-06-04 From the New York Times
bestselling author of Scandal Above Stairs Kat Holloway steps out from beneath
the stairs and into international intrigue, where murder and stolen treasure
lurk among the upper echelons of Victorian London. In return for a random act
of kindness, scholar Li Bai Chang presents young cook Kat Holloway with a rare
and precious gift—a box of tea. Kat thinks no more of her unusual visitor until
two days later when the kitchen erupts with the news that Lady Cynthia's nextdoor neighbor has been murdered. Known about London as an "Old China Hand," the
victim claimed to be an expert in the language and customs of China, acting as
intermediary for merchants and government officials. But Sir Jacob's dealings
were not what they seemed, and when the authorities accuse Mr. Li of the crime,
Kat and Daniel find themselves embroiled in a world of deadly secrets that
reach from the gilded homes of Mayfair to the beautiful wonder of Kew Gardens.
Hospital Always Wins Issa Ibrahim 2016-06-01 Issa Ibrahim's memoir details in
searing prose his development of severe mental illness leading to the
accidental killing of his mother, his acquittal by reason of insanity, and his
subsequent commission to a mental hospital for nearly 20 years. Raised in an
idyllic creative environment, mom and dad cultivating his talent, Issa watches
his family's descent into chaos in the drug-crazed late 1980s. Following his
father's death, Issa, grief-stricken and vulnerable, develops a drug habit.
Within two years he is addicted, psychosis prompting his belief that his mother
is possessed and he must exorcise her. Issa receives the insanity plea and is
committed to an insane asylum with no release date. But that is only the
beginning of his odyssey. Institutional and sexual sins cause further
punishments, culminating in a heated legal battle for freedom. Written with
great verve and immediacy, The Hospital Always Wins paints a detailed picture
of a broken mental health system, but also reveals the power of art, when
nurtured in a benign environment, to provide a resource for recovery.
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Ultimately this is a story about survival and atonement through creativity and
courage against almost insurmountable odds.
Dark Dawn Over Steep House: The Gower Street Detective: Book 5 (Gower Street
Detectives) M. R. C. Kasasian 2017-12-05 The latest mystery in the popular
Victorian crime series featuring the ever-curmudgeonly private detective,
Sidney Grice, and the charming March Middleton. London, 1884. 125 Gower Street,
the residence of Sidney Grice, London's foremost personal detective, and his
ward March Middleton, is at peace. Midnight discussions between the great man
and his charge have led to a harmony unseen in these hallowed halls since the
great frog disaster of 1878. But harmony cannot last for long. A knock on the
door brings mystery and murder once more to their home. A mystery that involves
a Prussian Count, two damsels in distress, a Chinaman from Wales, a gangster
looking for love, and the shadowy ruin of a once-loved family home, Steep House
. . .
Book of Sketches Jack Kerouac 2006-04-04 In 1952 and 1953 as he wandered around
America, Jack Kerouac jotted down spontaneous prose poems, or "sketches" as he
called them, on small notebooks that he kept in his shirt pockets. The poems
recount his travels—New York, North Carolina, Lowell (Massachusetts, Kerouac’s
birthplace), San Francisco, Denver, Kansas, Mexico—observations, and
meditations on art and life. The poems are often strung together so that over
the course of several of them, a little story—or travelogue—appears, complete
in itself. Published for the first time, Book of Sketches offers a luminous,
intimate, and transcendental glimpse of one of the most original voices of the
twentieth century at a key time in his literary and spiritual development.
City of Schemes Victoria Thompson 2021-01-05 Elizabeth Miles is preparing for
her wedding to Gideon Bates, when a menacing shadow from her past threatens to
destroy the life she has built for herself in this all-new Counterfeit Lady
Novel from USA Today bestselling author Victoria Thompson. The Great War is
over, and Elizabeth and Gideon are busily planning their wedding and welcoming
home old friends now discharged from the army. One of them, Captain Logan
Carstens, the son and heir of a wealthy family, seems less than happy to be
home and with good reason. While Logan was in France, he fell in love with a
beautiful French woman named Noelle. He desperately wanted to propose, but he
was already engaged and felt bound to honor his commitment. When Logan receives
a letter supposedly from Noelle begging for money to help her flee the terrible
conditions in France and come to America, Elizabeth is suspicious. There is no
way to verify the letter is actually from Noelle, and she fears that a con man
or woman might be trying to take advantage of Logan in his vulnerable state.
But that is not all Elizabeth has to worry about. Vicious thug Oscar Thornton
has gotten wind of her wedding announcement and realizes the woman who conned
him is still alive and well. Gideon and Elizabeth have to figure out a way to
help their friend while making sure their worst enemy does not destroy their
future. . . .
Scandal Above Stairs Jennifer Ashley 2018-07-03 From the New York Times
bestselling author of Death Below Stairs. A mystery of stolen antiquities has
Kat Holloway setting aside her apron once again for the intrigues of the upper
echelons of Victorian London. Priceless artwork has gone missing from the home
of a wealthy baronet, and his wife stands to take the blame. When Kat's
employer asks for help in clearing her friend's name, Kat trades her kitchen
for the homes of Mayfair's wealthiest families. Soon antiques are disappearing
not only from the extravagant households of connoisseurs and collectors, but
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from the illustrious British Museum. As the thefts increase in frequency, Kat
calls upon her friend Daniel McAdam, who has already set himself up in a
pawnshop on the Strand as a seedy receiver of stolen goods. When a man is
murdered in the shop, Kat must use all of her wits to see that the thieves are
caught and justice is done.
Murder on Cold Street Sherry Thomas 2020-10-06 Charlotte Holmes, Lady Sherlock,
is back solving new cases in the Victorian-set mystery series from the USA
Today bestselling author of The Art of Theft. Inspector Treadles, Charlotte
Holmes’s friend and collaborator, has been found locked in a room with two dead
men, both of whom worked with his wife at the great manufacturing enterprise
she has recently inherited. Rumors fly. Had Inspector Treadles killed the men
because they had opposed his wife’s initiatives at every turn? Had he killed in
a fit of jealous rage, because he suspected Mrs. Treadles of harboring deeper
feelings for one of the men? To make matters worse, he refuses to speak on his
own behalf, despite the overwhelming evidence against him. Charlotte finds
herself in a case strewn with lies and secrets. But which lies are to cover up
small sins, and which secrets would flay open a past better left forgotten? Not
to mention, how can she concentrate on only murders, when Lord Ingram, her
oldest friend and sometime lover, at last dangles before her the one thing she
has always wanted?
Murder in Mayfair D. M. Quincy 2017-07-11 A Library Journal “Best Book of the
Year” The first “delicious tale of scandal and villainy” in a romantic Regencyera mystery series starring two crime-solving aristocrats (Rhys Bowen, New York
Times–bestselling author) In 1814, Atlas Catesby, a brilliant adventurer and
youngest son of a baron, is anxious to resume his world travels after being
injured in a carriage accident in London. But his plans are derailed when,
passing through a country village, he discovers a helpless woman being
auctioned off to the highest bidder—by her husband. In order to save her from
being violated by another potential buyer, Atlas purchases the lady, Lilliana,
on the spot to set her free. But Lilliana, desperate to be with her young sons
and knowing the laws of England give a father all parental rights, refuses to
be rescued—until weeks later when her husband is murdered and Atlas is the only
one who can help clear her name of the crime. Fortunately, Atlas is a master at
solving complicated puzzles—with games as well as the intricacies of human
motivation—and finds himself uniquely suited to the task, despite the personal
peril it may put him in. But soon Altas learns the dead man had many
secrets—and more than a few enemies willing to kill to keep them quiet—in
Murder in Mayfair, the first in a new historical mystery series by D. M.
Quincy.
Murder in the East End Jennifer Ashley 2020-08-04 A new upstairs, downstairs
Victorian murder mystery in the Kat Holloway series from the New York Times
bestselling author of Death in Kew Gardens. When young cook Kat Holloway learns
that the children of London's Foundling Hospital are mysteriously disappearing
and one of their nurses has been murdered, she can't turn away. She enlists the
help of her charming and enigmatic confidant Daniel McAdam, who has ties to
Scotland Yard, and Errol Fielding, a disreputable man from Daniel’s troubled
past, to bring the killer to justice. Their investigation takes them from the
grandeur of Mayfair to the slums of the East End, during which Kat learns more
about Daniel and his circumstances than she ever could have imagined.
The Seduction of Elliot McBride Jennifer Ashley 2012-12-31 PROPERLY
IMPROPER…AND DARING TO LOVE… Juliana St. John was raised to be very proper.
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After a long engagement, her wedding day dawns—only for Juliana to find herself
jilted at the altar. Fleeing the mocking crowd, she stumbles upon Elliot
McBride, the tall, passionate Scot who was her first love. His teasing manner
gives her an idea, and she asks Elliot to save her from an uncertain future—by
marrying her… After escaping brutal imprisonment, Elliot has returned to
Scotland a vastly wealthy yet tormented man. Now Juliana has her hands full
restoring his half-ruined manor in the Scottish Highlands and trying to repair
the broken heart of the man some call irredeemably mad. Though beautiful and
spirited, Juliana wonders if that will be enough to win a second chance at
love.
The Custom House Murders Ashley Gardner 2020-11-17 James Denis gives Captain
Lacey a task, to deliver a mysterious package to a man with an office near the
Custom House on the bank of the Thames. Lacey, who has been drawn into danger
delivering items for Denis before, opens the package to find a single chess
piece, a white queen. The piece tells Lacey nothing, but he soon realizes it
plays deeply into Denis’s ongoing battle for control of London’s underworld.
Meanwhile Lacey encounters an old army friend just returned from Antigua, who
is being accused of smuggling and possibly murder. Lacey decides to help the
man, whom he considers honorable, to clear his name. But Lacey is drawn farther
into the dark games of James Denis and his rival, until only his wits and
memories from his past can save himself and his family from gravest danger.
Book 15 of the Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries
Crusher Niall Leonard 2012-09-11 The day Finn Maguire discovers his dad
bludgeoned to death in a pool of blood, his dreary life is turned upside down.
Prime suspect in his father’s murder, Finn must race against time to clear his
name and find out who hated his dad enough to kill him. Scouring the sordid,
brutal London underworld for answers, exposing dark family secrets, and facing
danger at every turn, Finn is about to learn that it’s the people you trust who
can hit you the hardest. . . Crusher is this year’s most talked-about debut
thriller.
What the Devil Knows C.S. Harris 2021-04-06 Sebastian St. Cyr thought a
notorious killer had been brought to justice until a shocking series of
gruesome new murders stuns the city in this thrilling historical mystery from
the USA Today bestselling author of Who Speaks for the Damned. It's October
1814. The war with France is finally over and Europe's diplomats are convening
in Vienna for a conference that will put their world back together. With peace
finally at hand, London suddenly finds itself in the grip of a series of
heinous murders eerily similar to the Ratcliffe Highway murders of three years
before. In 1811, two entire families were viciously murdered in their homes. A
suspect--a young seaman named John Williams--was arrested. But before he could
be brought to trial, Williams hanged himself in his cell. The murders ceased,
and London slowly began to breathe easier. But when the lead investigator, Sir
Edwin Pym, is killed in the same brutal way three years later and others
possibly connected to the original case meet violent ends, the city is
paralyzed with terror once more. Was the wrong man arrested for the murders?
Bow Street magistrate Sir Henry Lovejoy turns to his friend Sebastian St. Cyr,
Viscount Devlin, for assistance. Pym's colleagues are convinced his manner of
death is a coincidence, but Sebastian has his doubts. The more he looks into
the three-year-old murders, the more certain he becomes that the hapless John
Williams was not the real killer. Which begs the question--who was and why are
they dead set on killing again?
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A Gladiator's Tale Ashley Gardner 2021-05-11 AD 63 Leonidas’s former trainer,
Aemil, asks him to look into the disappearances of gladiators from his ludus.
Leonidas and Cassia investigate, and soon uncover gruesome murders involving
some of the wealthiest citizens of Rome. Leonidas pits his skills against an
unknown killer who hunts gladiators from the back lanes of the Subura to
prestigious villas atop Rome’s hills. He and Cassia must succeed in uncovering
the murderer’s identity before Nero grows impatient and makes Leonidas pay for
the chaos the killer has rained down upon his city.
The Many Sins of Lord Cameron Jennifer Ashley 2011-08-02 A renowned rake,
Cameron Mackenzie doesn't care if Ainsley Douglas has a virtuous excuse for
sneaking around his bedchamber. He only cares that she's at his mercy. One kiss
at a time, he plans to seduce her. But what starts out as a lusty diversion may
break Cam's own rules.
Death at Brighton Pavilion Ashley Gardner 2019-12-17 When Captain Gabriel Lacey
finds himself standing over a dead body in Brighton Pavilion, bloody sword in
hand and no memory of how he got there, he immediately fears he is a murderer.
The dead man is Colonel Hamilton Isherwood, a man Lacey clashed with after the
battle of Salamanca in Spain seven years before. As Lacey tries to piece
together the events of the previous night, he discovers he’d promised to help a
Quaker gentleman find his missing son, and that the Society of Friends might
know far more about his strange night out than anyone else. With the help of
Brewster, Grenville, and his wife, Lacey races to save himself from arrest,
even it means bringing to light painful scandals from his own past. Captain
Lacey Regency Mysteries, Book 14. This is a full-length novel.
City of Shadows Victoria Thompson 2021-12-07 In this all-new Counterfeit Lady
Novel from USA Today bestselling author Victoria Thompson, newlywed Elizabeth
Miles must use her unlawful skills to expose a dangerous charlatan. Elizabeth
Miles Bates has returned from her honeymoon with Gideon and is taking great
pride in having completely forsaken her disreputable past. Then her friend Anna
Vanderslice begs her to use her talents to save her widowed mother from an
unscrupulous medium. Since the war and the flu epidemic left so many families
in mourning, séances have come back into vogue as desperate families long to
communicate with their loved ones. Anna's mother has been attending séances in
hopes of connecting with her son, David, who died of influenza. Anna had
thought it a heartbreaking but harmless activity, but she's just learned that
Mrs. Vanderslice is paying the medium ever-increasing sums of money in her
eagerness to make contact. Since David's death has already caused Anna and her
mother financial hardship, Mrs. Vanderslice's obsession is in danger of ruining
them. Madame Ophelia is working with a group of con artists to fleece as many
grieving New Yorkers as possible before moving on to another city. Several of
Mrs. Vanderslice's friends, as well as some of Gideon's clients, have already
been victims. Elizabeth knows that simply exposing the medium as a fraud will
not be enough to recoup the stolen money; the only way is to con the medium and
her cohorts. But will Elizabeth's family help her when it means betraying other
con artists? Elizabeth recruits Gideon, her aunt Cybil, and her partner, Zelda,
to lend a hand. Can Elizabeth and her gang of amateurs fool the professionals?
Or will speaking to the dead lead to deadly consequences?
A Soupçon of Poison Jennifer Ashley 2017-04-02
Revenge in Rubies A. M. Stuart 2020-09-15 When Harriet Gordon receives word
from a friend about a tragic death, she and Inspector Curran are thrust into a
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web of family secrets that threatens to destroy them both in this all-new
mystery from the author of Singapore Sapphire. Singapore, 1910—Harriet Gordon
has found fulfillment at last. Her young ward, Will, has settled into his new
home with Harriet and her brother, Julian. And Harriet’s employment as a typist
at the Straits Settlements Police Force has given her an intriguing way to
occupy her time and some much-needed financial independence. But when her
friend and employer, Inspector Robert Curran, is called to the scene of a
brutal murder and Harriet is asked to comfort the victim’s family, her newfound
sense of contentment is abruptly shattered. Sylvie Nolan, the new and muchyounger wife of Lieutenant Colonel John Nolan, has been bludgeoned to death in
her bedroom. The tightly knit military community in Singapore quickly closes
ranks to hinder Curran’s investigation, and Harriet realizes that her
friendship with the colonel’s sister might prove useful. But to get close
enough to the family’s secrets, Harriet must once again face her painful past,
and Curran is forced to dredge up some long-buried secrets of his own. And when
more shocking deaths occur that all seem linked to Sylvie’s murder, Harriet and
Curran discover that they too are in the sights of a callous killer. . . .
Murder in Morningside Heights Victoria Thompson 2016-05-03 In the latest from
the bestselling author of Murder on St. Nicholas Avenue, former police sergeant
Frank Malloy and his wife adjust to life in New York high society as they
investigate a death in the field of higher learning... After spending his first
few weeks as a private detective by investigating infidelities of the wealthy,
Frank has a more serious case at hand. Abigail Northrup of Tarrytown, New York,
was her parents’ pride and joy. After graduating from a prestigious women’s
college in Morningside Heights, she took a job there as an instructor. She also
joined the ranks of the New Women, ladies planning for a life without a husband
in which they make their own decisions and make a difference in the world.
Unfortunately, her murder ended all that. When the police declare the incident
a random attack and refuse to investigate further, Abigail’s parents request
Frank’s help. Of course, he’ll need Sarah’s assistance as she’s more familiar
with the world of academia, and it will be far easier for her to interview the
lady professors. Yet difficulties arise as they learn that although Miss
Northrup may have been an exemplary student and teacher, she lived in a world
of secrets and lies…
An Impossible Impostor Deanna Raybourn 2022-02-15 While investigating a man
claiming to be the long-lost heir to a noble family, Veronica Speedwell gets
the surprise of her life in this new adventure from the New York Times
bestselling and Edgar Award–nominated author Deanna Raybourn. London, 1889.
Veronica Speedwell and her natural historian beau Stoker are summoned by Sir
Hugo Montgomerie, head of Special Branch. He has a personal request on behalf
of his goddaughter, Euphemia Hathaway. After years of traveling the world, her
eldest brother, Jonathan, heir to Hathaway Hall, was believed to have been
killed in the catastrophic eruption of Krakatoa a few years before. But now a
man matching Jonathan’s description and carrying his possessions has arrived at
Hathaway Hall with no memory of his identity or where he has been. Could this
man truly be Jonathan, back from the dead? Or is he a devious impostor,
determined to gain ownership over the family's most valuable possessions—a
legendary parure of priceless Rajasthani jewels? It's a delicate situation, and
Veronica is Sir Hugo's only hope. Veronica and Stoker agree to go to Hathaway
Hall to covertly investigate the mysterious amnesiac. Veronica is soon shocked
to find herself face-to-face with a ghost from her past. To help Sir Hugo
discover the truth, she must open doors to her own history that she long
believed to be shut for good.
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A Useful Woman Darcie Wilde 2016 Inspired by the novels of Jane Austen, this
new mystery series set in 19th-century London introduces the charming and
resourceful Rosalind Thorne, a woman privy to the secrets of high society-including who among the ton is capable of murder... The daughter of a baronet
and minor heiress, Rosalind Thorne was nearly ruined after her father abandoned
the family. To survive in the only world she knew, she began to manage the
affairs of some of London society's most influential women, who have come to
rely on her wit and discretion. So, when artistocratic wastrel Jasper
Aimesworth is found dead in London's most exclusive ballroom, Almack's,
Rosalind must use her skills and connections to uncover the killer from a list
of suspects that includes Almack's powerful patronesses and her former suitor
Devon Winterbourne, now Lord Casselmaine. Torn between her old love and a
growing attraction to a compelling Bow Street runner, Rosalind must not only
unravel the mysteries surrounding Jasper's death, but the mysteries of her own
heart as well...
Death Below Stairs Jennifer Ashley 2018-01-02 Victorian class lines are crossed
when cook Kat Holloway is drawn into a murder that reaches all the way to the
throne. Highly sought-after young cook Kat Holloway takes a position in a
Mayfair mansion and soon finds herself immersed in the odd household of Lord
Rankin. Kat is unbothered by the family’s eccentricities as long as they stay
away from her kitchen, but trouble finds its way below stairs when her young
Irish assistant is murdered. Intent on discovering who killed the helpless
kitchen maid, Kat turns to the ever-capable Daniel McAdam, who is certainly
much more than the charming delivery man he pretends to be. Along with the
assistance of Lord Rankin’s unconventional sister-in-law and a mathematical
genius, Kat and Daniel discover that the household murder was the barest tip of
a plot rife with danger and treason—one that’s a threat to Queen Victoria
herself.
Death at the Crystal Palace Jennifer Ashley 2021-07-06 Intrepid cook Kat
Holloway puts aside her apron to delve into Victorian London’s high society and
catch a killer in this thrilling new mystery from the New York Times
bestselling author of Murder in the East End. While attending an exhibition at
the Crystal Palace, young cook Kat Holloway is approached by a woman in
distress. Lady Covington is a wealthy widow convinced that her entire family is
trying to kill her. Kat feels compelled to help. So, she escorts the lady home
to discover whether she is delusional or in true danger. When it quickly
becomes apparent that the threat is all too real, Kat promises aid. Her
charming confidant Daniel McAdam is busy infiltrating a plot against the Crown,
and she worries he will not have time to lend his sleuthing expertise. This
might be for the best, as Kat fears her growing emotional entanglement with
Daniel can only lead to disaster. But soon, Kat faces a more serious threat
when her involvement in both investigations plunges her into peril.
When Blood Lies C. S. Harris 2022-04-05 Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, has
spent years unraveling his family’s tragic history. But the secrets of his past
will come to light in this gripping new historical mystery from the USA Today
bestselling author of What the Devil Knows. March, 1815. The Bourbon King Louis
XVIII has been restored to the throne of France, Napoleon is in exile on the
isle of Elba, and Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, and his wife, Hero, have
traveled to Paris in hopes of tracing his long-lost mother, Sophie, the errant
Countess of Hendon. But his search ends in tragedy when he comes upon the dying
Countess in the wasteland at the tip of the Île de la Cité. Stabbed—apparently
with a stiletto—and thrown from the bastions of the island’s ancient stone
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bridge, Sophie dies without naming her murderer. Sophie had been living in
Paris under an assumed name as the mistress of Maréchal Alexandre McClellan,
the scion of a noble Scottish Jacobite family that took refuge in France after
the Forty-Five Rebellion. Once one of Napoleon’s most trusted and successful
generals, McClellan has now sworn allegiance to the Bourbons and is serving in
the delegation negotiating on behalf of France at the Congress of Vienna. It
doesn’t take Sebastian long to realize that the French authorities have no
interest in involving themselves in the murder of a notorious Englishwoman at
such a delicate time. And so, grieving and shattered by his mother’s death,
Sebastian takes it upon himself to hunt down her killer. But what he learns
will not only shock him but could upend a hard-won world peace.
Monday or Tuesday Virginia Woolf 2012-04-25 Features "A Haunted House," "A
Society," "An Unwritten Novel," "The String Quartet," "Blue & Green," "Kew
Gardens," two more. An excellent entrée into the larger body of Woolf's work.
How the Other Half Lives Jacob August Riis 1914
The Wicked Deeds of Daniel Mackenzie Jennifer Ashley 2013-10-01 SECOND SIGHT
AND SEDUCTION… Daniel Mackenzie lives up to the reputation of the scandalous
Mackenzie family—he has wealth, looks, and talent, and women love him. When he
meets Violet Bastien—one of the most famous spiritual mediums in England—he
immediately knows two things: that Miss Bastien is a fraud, and that he’s
wildly attracted to her. Violet knows she can’t really contact the other side,
but she’s excellent at reading people. She discerns quickly that Daniel is
intelligent and dangerous to her reputation, but she also finds him generous,
handsome, and outrageously wicked. But spectres from Violet’s past threaten to
destroy her, and she flees England, adopting yet another identity. Daniel is
determined to find the elusive Violet and pursue the passion he feels for her.
And though Violet knows that her scandalous past will keep her from proper
marriage, her attraction to Daniel is irresistible. It’s not until Daniel is
the only one she can turn to that he proves he believes in something more than
cold facts. He believes in love.
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